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Congenital hemolytic anemias (CHAs) are heterogeneous and rare disorders caused by
alterations in structure, membrane transport, metabolism, or red blood cell production.
The pathophysiology of these diseases, in particular the rarest, is often poorly
understood, and easy-to-apply tools for diagnosis, clinical management, and patient
stratification are still lacking. We report the 3-years monocentric experience with a
43 genes targeted Next Generation Sequencing (t-NGS) panel in diagnosis of CHAs;
122 patients from 105 unrelated families were investigated and the results compared
with conventional laboratory pathway. Patients were divided in two groups: 1) cases
diagnosed with hematologic investigations to be confirmed at molecular level, and 2)
patients with unexplained anemia after extensive hematologic investigation. The overall
sensitivity of t-NGS was 74 and 35% for families of groups 1 and 2, respectively. Inside
this cohort of patients we identified 26 new pathogenic variants confirmed by functional
evidence. The implementation of laboratory work-up with t-NGS increased the number
of diagnoses in cases with unexplained anemia; cytoskeleton defects are well detected
by conventional tools, deserving t-NGS to atypical cases; the diagnosis of Gardos
channelopathy, some enzyme deficiencies, familial siterosterolemia, X-linked defects in
females and other rare and ultra-rare diseases definitely benefits of t-NGS approaches.

Keywords: congenital hemolytic anemia, targeted-NGS, pathogenic variants, red blood cells, differential
diagnosis

INTRODUCTION

Congenital hemolytic anemias (CHAs) comprise a group of very heterogeneous and rare disorders
caused by alterations in structure, transport functions, metabolism, or defective production of red
blood cells (RBCs). Since the pathophysiology of some rare forms is poorly understood, these
disorders represent a group of diseases that still lack easy-to-apply tools for diagnosis, clinical
management, and patient stratification.
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The laboratory diagnostic pathway of CHAs was historically
based on sequential steps using a panel of functional analyses
that investigate the RBC membrane and metabolism. The first
diagnostic step relies on hematological tests (complete blood
count, red cell indices, hemolysis markers), peripheral blood
smear examination, osmotic fragility tests and eosin-5-maleimide
(EMA) binding test. The second includes biochemical tests such
as quantitative assay of RBC enzymes activity, sodium dodecyl
sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) for the
diagnosis of membranopathies, and specialized investigations
requiring instruments which are available only in reference
Centers, as ektacytometry (King et al., 2015; Fermo et al.,
2021). The molecular characterization of the affected genes
by traditional Sanger sequencing was usually, up to some
years ago, the last step allowing the definitive confirmation of
the diagnosis. Despite this, even after extensive and complete
investigation, the differential diagnosis of these disorders may
be difficult, and some patients remain undiagnosed with a
consequent negative impact on clinical follow up, risk of
inappropriate therapeutic decisions and lack of access to new
specific treatments.

The advent and recent progresses on next generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies has radically changed the
diagnostic approach to CHAs, often placing the genetic analysis
as a first line screening tool; different NGS strategies have
been developed in the last years including targeted panels and
whole exome sequencing (WES), with a progressive reduction
of costs that allowed their routinely use (Steinberg-Shemer and
Tamary, 2020; Russo et al., 2020). Targeted-NGS panels have
been developed and applied by several groups, being currently
the preferred approach for the molecular diagnosis of CHAs;
custom panels include different numbers of genes and have
been reported to have a wide range of diagnostic efficacy (38–
90%) depending on the number of genes included and on the
characteristics of the patients studied (Agarwal et al., 2016;
Del Orbe Barreto et al., 2016; Niss et al., 2016; Roy et al.,
2016; Russo et al., 2018; Shefer Averbuch et al., 2018; Choi
et al., 2019; Kedar et al., 2019a,b; Svidnicki et al., 2020). In
this paper we report the 3 years monocentric experience in
targeted-NGS and diagnosis of CHAs, and we compare the
efficacy of this methodological approach with the conventional
laboratory diagnosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Among the patients referred to our Institut (Pathophysiology
of Anemias Unit, Fondazione IRCCS Ca’ Granda Ospedale
Maggiore of Milan–Italy) between 2017 and 2019 with a clinical
suspect of CHAs we examined a cohort of 122 patients from
105 unrelated families (51% males and 49% females, median age
27 years, range 0–73 years). The inclusion criteria in the study
were: a diagnostic indication for congenital hemoltic anemia; the
specific request from clinicians to perform/complete diagnosis
at molecular level; a specific scientific interest in cases with
intra-family variability or atypical presentation; all cases with

unexplained phenotype despite extensive investigations; signed
informed consent to perform molecular investigations. Samples
were collected from patients and controls during diagnostic
procedures after obtaining informed consent and approval from
the Institutional Human Research Committee. For patients
under the age of 18, written informed consent was obtained
from the parents. The procedures followed were in accordance
with the Helsinki International ethical standards on human
experimentation.

All patients but 18 (received after shipping from abroad)
underwent extensive hematologic investigations, including: RBC
morphology, complete blood count, hemolysis markers,
screening for abnormal/unstable hemoglobins, direct
antiglobulin test, osmotic fragility tests, EMA binding
test (Bianchi et al., 2012), and RBC enzymes activities
determination (hexokinase, glucosephosphate isomerase,
phosphofructokinase, glyceraldehyde-P-dehydrogenase, phos
phoglycerate kinase, pyruvate kinase, glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase, 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, adenylate
kinase) (Beutler et al., 1977).

In the vast majority of cases we also performed Osmoscan
analysis by LoRRca MaxSis (Laser-Assisted Optical Rotational
Cell Analyzer, Mechatronics, NL) (Zaninoni et al., 2018, see
Supplementary Materials for more details), and RBC membrane
protein analysis by SDS–PAGE performed according to Laemmli
(1970) and Fairbanks et al. (1971) with minor modifications
(Mariani et al., 2008).

In the remaining 18 cases (15 families), when possible, a
minimum panel of investigation was performed (i.e., EMA
binding test, RBC enzyme assay, Osmoscan) and evaluated
together with clinical and laboratory information received from
the local centers.

In 60 patients from 51 families a definite diagnostic orientation
was obtained after first and second level hematological
investigations. In particular, 6 were suspected of RBC
enzyme defects, 28 of structural membrane defects (hereditary
spherocytosis, elliptocytosis, pyropoikilocytosis, HS/HE/HPP),
10 of stomatocytosis and 7 were classified as congenital
dyserythropoietic anemia.

In the remaining 62 cases (from 54 families) the laboratory
investigations did not allow a clear diagnosis.

NGS Sequencing and Analysis
Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood, using
standard manual methods and quantified by Nandrop One
(Thermo Scientific, Italy). When available, relatives of affected
cases were also enrolled to analyze allelic segregation and
correctly assess the pathogenicity of each variant.

Using SureDesign software (Agilent) we created a NGS based
panel containing 43 genes already described as disease causing
for RBC membrane disorders (n = 14 genes), enzymopathies
(n = 18), dyserythropoietic and sideroblastic anemias (n = 11)
(Supplementary Table 1). For the probe design, coding regions,
5’UTR, 3’UTR, 50 bp flanking splice junctions were selected as
regions of interest. Sequence length was set at 150× 2 nucleotides
and the average target coverage was 99.52%. The panel was
validated on previously characterized patients affected by CHAs.
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Libraries were obtained by HaloPlexHS Target Enrichment
System Kit (Agilent) following the instruction’s manufacturer.
Samples were pooled (average 22 samples) and loaded at 7 pM
on MiSeq platform using a v2-300 cycle reagent kit (Illumina).
Sequencing reads were aligned against reference genome (UCSC
hg19) and variants were called and annotated using the SureCall
software (Agilent Technologies).

Filter settings were as follows: variant call quality
threshold > 100; minimum number of reads supporting
variant allele > 10; mutant allele frequency ≥ 25%; minor allele
frequency (MAF) < 1% of the population. Common pathogenic
modifiers of hereditary spherocytosis known to be present
above the 1% cutoff, e.g., SPTA1 LELY (Low Expression Lyon)
allele (p.L1858V, found in association with the intronic variant
c.6531-12 c > t), or the SPTA-Bughill allele (p.A970D) usually
found in linkage with the LEPRA (Low Expression PRAgue)
allele (SPTA c.4339-99 c > t) were also included.

Targeted filtering and annotation of protein-changing variants
were performed using the wANNOVAR web tool1.

Variants were assessed by mutation prediction and
conservation programs including SIFT2, polyphen-2
(Polymorphism Phenotyping v2)3 and MutationTaster4;
pathogenicity was evaluated according to the guidelines of
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)
(Richards et al., 2015) using the online tool VarSome5 (Kopanos
et al., 2019).

Variants previously classified as pathogenic by databases such
as ClinVar, HGMD, dbSNP, deleterious variants expected to
produce truncated or abnormal protein, or splice site variants
were considered as causatives. Variants of unknown significance
(VUSs) were reported only if found in genes relevant to the
primary indication for testing.

The mutations identified were confirmed by Sanger method
(ABI PRISM 310 Genetic Analyzer, Applied Biosystems,
Warrington, United Kingdom) using the Big Dye Terminator
Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Warrington,
United Kingdom).

Nucleotide numbering reflects cDNA numbering with + 1
corresponding to the A of ATG translation initiation codon in
the reference sequence, according to the nomenclature for the
description of sequence variants of Human Genome Variation
Society6. The initiation codon is codon 1.

According with ACMG guidelines, well-established in vitro
functional studies were performed to assess pathogenicity of
VUSs, in particular: spectrophotometric enzyme assay in the
suspect of RBC enzyme defects, SDS-PAGE electrophoresis
analysis of RBC membrane proteins in the suspect of
membrane defects and CDAII, ektacytometry and patch-
clamp analysis in case of novel missense variants in PIEZO1 and
KCNN4 mutations.

1http://wannovar.wglab.org/
2http://sift.jcvi.org/
3http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/
4http://www.mutationtaster.org/
5https://varsome.com/
6www.hgvs.org/mutnomen

RESULTS

The 122 patients examined have been divided in two groups:
(1) patients who reached a diagnosis after first and second level
hematologic investigations, to be confirmed at molecular level;
(2) patients with unexplained chronic hemolytic anemia after
extensive hematologic investigations.

Patients belonging to group 1 (60 patients, 51 families)
were selected among the entire cohort of patients with CHAs
studied between 2017 and 2019 basing on complexity of clinical
presentation, intra-family clinical variability or incomplete
molecular characterization by Sanger (e.g., enzyme defects or
CDA cases). All the available patients who didn’t reach a
definitive diagnosis in the same period were investigated and
included in group 2 (62 cases from 54 families, 39 of them studied
in our Center, the other 15 received from abroad).

Group 1
We were able to identify pathogenic variants in 38/51 families
belonging to Group 1, with an overall sensitivity of the t-NGS of
74% (Figure 1A and Table 1).

Enzyme Defects
Eight cases from six families had a biochemical diagnosis of
enzyme defect; two were confirmed to have pyruvate kinase
(PK) deficiency, three from two families glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency and one was found to have
one mutation in GPI gene, in compound heterozygosity with the
polymorphism c.489A > G (p.Gly163 = rs1801015), possibly
associated to splicing alterations (Fermo et al., 2019); in two
related cases no mutations in PKLR gene were found in spite of a
slightly decreased PK activity detected by enzymatic assay.

Among these cases with enzyme defects, in four patients from
three families a coinheritance of hereditary stomatocytosis was
also suspected due to the presence of stomatocytes at peripheral
blood smear and left-shifted Osmoscan curve; only in two of
them (5-1 and 5-2) in addition to G6PD deficiency we found a
mutation in PIEZO1 gene causing hereditary stomatocytosis.

Congenital Dyserythropoietic Anaemias (CDAs)
Seven cases had a suspect of congenital dyserythropoietic
anemia; five were classified as CDAII on the basis of band 3
deglycosylation at SDS-PAGE analysis, and two had an atypical
CDA variant with distinct morphological abnormalities at bone
marrow examination. Three out of five CDAII cases displayed
biallelic mutations in SEC23B gene, whereas in two cases (9-1 and
10-1) we were able to find only one pathogenic variant; in the
two cases with the atypical CDA we didn’t find any pathological
mutation in the genes associated to CDAs included in our panel.

Hereditary Stomatocytosis
Thirteen patients from 10 families had a suspect of hereditary
stomatocytosis based on presence of stomatocytes at peripheral
blood smear and/or abnormalities at ektacytometric curve; eight
of them (from six families) were confirmed to have dehydrated
stomatocytosis caused by PIEZO1 gene pathogenic variants. In
one case previously diagnosed as overhydrated stomatocytosis
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(11-1) based on a clear right-shifted ektacytometric curve, we
found mutations in ABCG8 gene responsible for sitosterolemia.
In the remaining case no pathogenic variants in genes associated
with hereditary stomatocytosis were identified.

Membrane Defects
We included in this group chronic hemolytic anemias due to
altered RBC membrane structural organization, as HS, HE,
HPP; 32 cases from 28 families have received such diagnosis
based on first and second level laboratory investigations. In
23 cases from 21 families we found pathogenic variants.
One patient with a previous diagnosis of HS was found
to be affected by dehydrated stomatocytosis (DHSt); in the
remaining cases, mutations in genes responsible for HS and
HE were identified. In particular among them we studied 3
families with a complex phenotype: case 38-2 (mixed HS/HE
phenotype) carried two variants in SPTA1 and SLC4A1, whereas
the brother with typical HE (38-1) had only the SPTA1
variant. Case 20-1, presenting severe HPP with combined
68% spectrin and 56% ankyrin deficiency, had two different
mutations in SPTA1 gene transmitted by the parents, one of
them associated in cis with the alpha-LELY allele. Finally, case
19-2 (severe HS with 50% band3 deficiency) had 3 different
variants in SLC4A1 gene, the father (19-1) presenting only

one missense mutation, thus justifying intra-family clinical
variability (Figure 2).

Group 2
Inside this group we were able to identify pathogenic variants in
19/54 families (21/62 patients), with an overall sensitivity of the
t-NGS of 35% (Figure 1B and Table 1).

Ten families were found to have pathogenic variants in RBC
enzymes. In five of them (2 PK, 2 G6PD and 1 hexokinase
(HK) deficiency, cases 39-1, 40-1, 43-1, 44-1, and 41-1) the
enzyme activity was previously tested and found to be normal;
in other four cases enzyme activity was not tested for sample
unavailability. One case had known G6PD deficiency that
was initially not considered during the laboratory screening
based on chronic hemolysis. Triosephosphate isomerase (TPI)
deficiency was diagnosed in a 7 months old child presenting
at the time of the study only hemolytic anemia without
neuromuscular manifestations.

Three unrelated cases were found to have pathogenic
variants in KCNN4 gene associated with Gardos channelopathy,
two of them carrying the common variant p.R352H and
one a private variant p.S314P resulting in channel activation
(Fermo et al., 2020).

FIGURE 1 | Continued
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FIGURE 1 | Diagnostic suspect after first and second level laboratory investigation and final diagnosis after t-NGS in Group 1 (A) and Group 2 (B) patients.

Only one family with two affected siblings (47-1 and 47-
2), addressed to our attention in the suspect of PK deficiency
in absence of pathogenic variants in PKLR gene, carried a
PIEZO1 pathogenic variant. Patient 46-1, who had 17% of
stomatocytes at peripheral blood smear without any abnormality
of the Osmoscan curve, was diagnosed with sitosterolemia due
to ABCG5 mutation p.Y458X. Finally, NGS analysis allowed the
diagnosis of X-linked sideroblastic anemia (XLSA) in a woman
affected by unexplained macrocytic anemia since birth (case
49-1, ALAS2 mutation p.H524R). Human androgen receptor

gene (HUMARA) analysis showed skewed X-Chromosome
inactivation pattern; the mutation was transmitted by the
asymptomatic mother.

New Variants Identified
Inside the analyzed cohort we identified 26 new variants,
20 of them associated with structural membrane defects
(SLC4A1: p.QPLLPQ186Q, p.R870Q, p.T837K, p.K757X,
p.G771V, p.S510R, c.1627-1g>t; SPTB: p.R52W, p.Q1036PfsX37,
p.W1312X, p.Q342X, p.Q760X, p.L883WfsX15, c.4842+1g>c;
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TABLE 1 | Results of NGS analysis in 64 patients with congenital hemolytic anemia.

Pt. ID Laboratory diagnosis Gene Transcript Mutation Effect Status rs Pathogenicity Final diagnosis Additional
findings

Group 1

1-1 Enzyme defect PKLR NM_000298.5 c.1618 + 2t>c Abn. splicing Comp het rs983394596 5-P PK deficiency

PKLR NM_000298.5 c.1456C>T p.R486W Comp het rs116100695 5-P

2-1 Enzyme defect PKLR NM_000298.5 c.-73G>C Promoter variant Comp het 5-P PK deficiency SPTA1 a - lely

PKLR NM_000298.5 c.1456C>T p.R486W Comp het rs116100695 5-P

3-1 Enzyme defect GPI NM_000175.3 c.1415G>A p.R472H Het rs148811525 5-P GPI deficiency

4-1 Enzyme defect G6PD NM_001042351.1 c.202G>A p.V68M Hem rs1050828 5-P G6PD deficiency SPTA1 a - lely

5-1 Enzyme defect G6PD NM_001042351.1 c.563C>T p.S188F Hom rs5030868 5-P G6PD def./DHSt

PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.7367G>A p.R2456H Het rs587776988 5-P

5-2 Enzyme defect G6PD NM_001042351.1 c.563C>T p.S188F Hom rs5030868 5-P G6PD def./DHSt

PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.7367G>A p.R2456H Het rs587776988 5-P

6-1 CDAII SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.40C>T p.R14W Comp het rs121918222 5-P CDAII SPTA1 a - lely

SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.689 + 1 g>a Abn. splicing Comp het rs398124226 5-P

7-1 CDAII SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.325G>A p.E109K Comp het rs121918221 5-P CDAII

SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.2270A>C p.H757P Comp het rs1331894607 5-P

8-1 CDAII SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.40C>T p.R14W Comp het rs121918222 5-P CDAII

SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.1821delT p.H608IfsX7 Comp het 5-P

9-1 CDAII SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.235C>T p.R79X Het rs150263014 5-P CDAII

10-1 CDAII SEC23B NM_006363.4 c.40C>T p.R14W Het rs121918222 5-P CDAII SPTA1 a - lely

11-1 HSt ABCG8 NM_022437.2 c.788G>A p.R263Q Hom rs137852990 5-P Sitosterolemia

12-1 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.6574C>A p.L2192I Het 4-LP DHSt

12-2 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.6574C>A p.L2192I Het 4-LP DHSt

13-1 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.7367G>A p.R2456H Het rs587776988 5-P DHSt

14-1 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.6007G>A p.A2003T Het 4-LP DHSt

15-1 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.6328C>T p.R2110W Het rs776531529 5-P DHSt SPTA1 a - lely

16-1 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.1815G>A p.M605I Het 4-LP DHSt

16-2 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.1815G>A p.M605I Het 4-LP DHSt

17-1 HSt PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.1815G>A p.M605I Het 4-LP DHSt SPTA1 a - lely

18-1 Membrane defect PIEZO1 NM_001142864.3 c.1792G>A p.V598M Het 4-LP DHSt

19-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.1469G>A p.R490H Het 5-P HS

19-2 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.1469G>A p.R490H Comp het 5-P HS SPTA1 a - lely

SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.558_572del15bp p.QPLLPQ186Q Comp het 4-LP

SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.1627-1g>t Abn. splicing Comp het 5-P

20-1 Membrane defect SPTA1 NM_003126.3 c.3477 + 1g>c Abn. splicing Comp het 5-P HS SPTA1 a - lely

SPTA1 NM_003126.3 c.3139C>T p.R1047X Comp het 5-P

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Pt. ID Laboratory diagnosis Gene Transcript Mutation Effect Status rs Pathogenicity Final diagnosis Additional
findings

21-1 Membrane defect SPTB NM_001355436.1 c.154C>T p.R52W Het 4-LP HS SPTA1 a - lely

22-1 Membrane defect SPTB NM_001355436.1 c.3106_3107insC p.Q1036Pfs*37 Het 5-P HS SPTA1 a - lely

23-1 Membrane defect SPTB NM_001355436.1 c.3936G>A p.W1312X Het 5-P HS PKLR p.R486W

24-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.1462G>A p.V488M Het rs28931584 5-P HS

25-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.2609G>A p.R870Q Het rs746426065 4-LP HS SPTA1 a - lely

26-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.2279G>A p.R760Q Het rs121912755 5-P HS

27-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.2510C>A p.T837K Het 4-LP HS

28-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.2269A>T p.K757X Het 5-P HS SEC23B
c.689 + 1G>A
SPTA1 a - lely

29-1 Membrane defect ANK1 NM_000037.3 c.4541delA p.Y1514SfsX33 Het 5-P HS SPTA1 a - lely

30-1 Membrane defect ANK1 NM_000037.3 c.1430_1431insGTGC p.A478CfsX17 Het 5-P HS

31-1 Membrane defect ANK1 NM_000037.3 c.4057C>T p.Q1353X Het 5-P HS SPTA1 a - lely

32-1 Membrane defect SPTB NM_001355436.1 c.4842 + 1g>c Abn. splicing Het 5-P HS SPTA1 a - lely

33-1 Membrane defect EPB42 NM_000119.2 c.922G>C p.V308L/Abn. splicing Comp het rs772330879 4-LP HS

EPB42 NM_000119.2 c.413C>T p.T138I Comp het 4-LP

34-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.2312G>T p.G771V/Abn. splicing Het 4-LP HS

35-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.163delC p.H55TfsX11 Het 5-P HS

36-1 Membrane defect SPTB NM_001355436.1 c.1024C>T p.Q342X Het 5-P HS

37-1 Membrane defect SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.2423G>A p.R808H Het rs866727908 4-LP HS

38-1 Membrane defect SPTA1 NM_003126.3 c.460_462dupTTG p.L155dup Het rs757679761 4-LP HE

38-2 Membrane defect SPTA1 NM_003126.3 c.460_462dupTTG p.L155dup Het rs757679761 4-LP HS/HE

SLC4A1 NM_000342.3 c.1530C>G p.S510R Het 3-VUS

Group 2

39-1 n.d PKLR NM_000298.5 c.1456C>T p.R486W Comp het rs116100695 5-P PK deficiency

PKLR NM_000298.5 c.1151C>T p.T384M Comp het rs74315362 5-P

40-1 n.d PKLR NM_000298.5 c.1456C>T p.R486W Comp het rs116100695 5-P PK deficiency SPTA1 a - lely

PKLR NM_000298.5 c.958G>A p.V320M Comp het 5-P

41-1 n.d HK1 NM_033496.2 c.34C>T p.R12X Comp het rs756166032 5-P HK deficiency

HK1 NM_033496.2 c.1351G>C p.G451R Comp het 4-LP

42-1 n.d NT5C3A NM_016489.12 c.64C>T p.R22X Hom rs753346459 5-P P5’N deficiency SPTA1 a - lely

43-1 n.d G6PD NM_001042351.1 c.563C>T p.S188F Het rs5030868 5-P G6PD deficiency

44-1 n.d G6PD NM_001042351.1 c.1160G>A p.R387H Hem rs137852321 5-P G6PD deficiency

45-1 n.d G6PD NM_001042351.1 c.1180G>C p.V394L Hem rs137852335 5-P G6PD deficiency NT5C3A
p.N178H

46-1 n.d ABCG5 NM_022436.2 c.1374C>G p.Y458X Hom 5-P Sitosterolemia

(Continued)
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ANK1: p.Y1514SfsX33, p.A478CfsX17, p.Q1353X; SPTA1:
c.3477+1g>c; EPB42 p.V308L, p.T138I). The remaining new
variants were identified in enzyme genes (PKLR: p.R531S; HK1:
p.R12X, p.G451R; NT5C3A: p.R22X), and in genes associated
with sitosterolemia (ABCG5: p.Y458X) and sideroblastic
anemia (ALAS2: p.H524R). All new variants were classified as
pathogenic or likely pathogenic by in silico analysis, according
with transmission, clinical phenotype and functional laboratory
evidences. Only one VUS variant in SLC4A1 gene was included
and considered as pathogenic because clearly fitting with patients
phenotype in a family with a suspected combined transmission
of HS and HE (case 38-2) (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

The observed sensitivity of NGS in the two groups of patients
analyzed is very different, varying from 74% (patients with a
specific diagnostic orientation, Group 1) to 35% (hemolytic
patients with no diagnosis after laboratory investigations, or not
investigated due long shipping conditions, Group 2).

These data are in line with the available literature (Russo
et al., 2018; Bianchi et al., 2020; Steinberg-Shemer and Tamary,
2020) and may explain the heterogeneous sensitivity that,
independently from the number of genes analyzed, is often
reported for these techniques. For example, the overall sensitivity
was around 38.6% in a large series of 57 hemolytic patients with
no definitive diagnosis (Roy et al., 2016) and 45.8% in a group
of undiagnosed hemolytic patients studied with a combination
of two-step t-NGS platforms covering about 100 genes (Russo
et al., 2018). Different results are found when NGS is performed
on well characterized patient subsets, for example in series of
HS patients, where the reported sensitivity increased to 70–100%
(Chonat et al., 2019; van Vuren et al., 2019; Xue et al., 2019;
Vives-Corrons et al., 2021).

In this view, a sensitivity of 75%, as obtained in our Group
1, may be expected for t-NGS, considering some technical
limitations of this technique (loss of variant calling, presence
of pathogenic variants in not sequenced regions, copy number
variations not always revealed), or to the presence of diseases-
causing variants in new genes or genes not included in
the panels. In such cases, results could be further improved
by considering other technical approaches (WES or WGS)
(Mansour-Hendili et al., 2020).

In a portion of cases reported in literature up to 45%, the
genetic testing changed the initial diagnosis, in particular when
transfusion dependence prevented laboratory investigations
from being carried out, and the suspect was based only on
clinical features (Russo et al., 2018). In our experience, when
detailed clinical history is available together with fresh blood
samples collected far from transfusions, first and second level
laboratory diagnosis for CHAs has a good level of specificity,
as demonstrated by the finding of only two patients who
changed diagnosis after NGS analysis inside group 1: one patient
previously diagnosed as HS had indeed a pathogenic variant
in PIEZO1 gene, and one case with a long-lasting diagnosis of
overhydrated stomatocytosis (done on morphological bases, with
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FIGURE 2 | Families with erythrocyte membrane defects and complex phenoptypes and/or intrafamily variability.

18% of stomatocytes and right shift of ektacytometry curve)
was indeed a case of familial sitosterolemia with homozygous
mutation p.R263Q in ABCG8 gene (Berge et al., 2000). In both
cases the molecular diagnosis changed the clinical management:
in the first case the patient was warned about the thrombotic
risk associated with splenectomy in hereditary stomatocytosis,
and in the second case suggestions were given about dietary
reduction of plant sterols consumption, to reduce cardiovascular
risk that is associated with familial sitosterolemia (Tzavella et al.,
2017). Patients affected by hereditary sitosterolemia may display
an extremely variable clinical phenotype, in some cases restricted
to abnormal hematological features, leading to misdiagnosis with
hereditary stomatocytosis, immune thrombocytopenia (ITP), or
Evans syndrome. The mechanisms of hematologic changes in
these patients are so far unexplained, and a toxic effect of
plant sterols on red blood cells has been hypothezied from
in vitro experiments (Wang et al., 2012). The finding of two
cases in our series, in line with increasing reports of the
last years (Wang et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2019), suggest
that sitosterolemia may have an underestimated prevalence,
and it should be taken in account in differential diagnosis
of CHAs, in particular when stomatocytosis and concomitant
macrothrombocytopenia are observed.

Combined defects of red cell membrane and/or
metabolism are very rare, and the fact that carriership for a

metabolic defect might modify the clinical expression of a
membrane defect is still debated (van Zwieten et al., 2015;
Fermo et al., 2017). However, the detection of cases with
concomitant red cell defects has increased in the last years after
the introduction of NGS analysis (Russo et al., 2018; Mansour-
Hendili et al., 2020) suggesting that these conditions might not be
so rare, also possibly due to protection toward malaria infection.
In this series we found the association of G6PD deficiency and
PIEZO1 stomatocytosis in two female patients (mother and
daughter) with suspected hereditary stomatocytosis. Among
families with membrane defects and complex intra-family
phenotypes, we were able to identify a patient with mixed HS/HE
who carried two variants in SPTA1 and SLC4A1 gene.

Notably, in addition to the disease-causing mutations, four
patients also displayed heterozygous variants in other genes
associated with hemolytic anemias (see Table 1). Although a
synergistic effect of heterozygous variants has been hypothesized
by some authors (van Zwieten et al., 2015; Pereira et al., 2016),
in the presented cases the contribution of these variants to the
phenotype remains to be determined.

A careful analysis of Group 2 put in light the limitations of
laboratory work-up of CHAs. Only two among the undiagnosed
families were found to have HS, suggesting that most of
the HS patients can be correctly diagnosed during first and
second level screening tools (Fermo et al., 2021). On the
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other hand, 10 out of the 19 families belonging to this group
had an enzyme defect; in five of them enzymopathies were
previously excluded because of normal enzyme activity, in the
remaining cases the enzyme assays were not performed due to
recent transfusions or unavailability of the appropriate sample.
RBC enzyme defects are often detected by NGS in cases of
unexplained anemia (Roy et al., 2016) or in patients misdiagnosed
as CDAII (Shefer Averbuch et al., 2018; Russo et al., 2018),
suggesting that this approach may greatly improve the diagnosis
of these disorders.

In this series two PK deficient cases carrying known
pathogenic variants (p.R486W, p.T384M, and p.V320M)
repeatedly showed normal PK activity (14.7 and 18.8
IU/gHb, respectively, reference range 11.9–16.5), in absence
of clear explanation (reticulocyte/WBC contamination
excluded). Information on sensitivity of spectrophotometric

enzyme assays is scanty, in particular for the rarer defects
(Bianchi et al., 2019) but, as shown in the present cohort
of patients, it will be possibly available in the next future
through the systematic analysis of undiagnosed cases by
NGS technologies.

Interestingly, we identified a triosephosphate isomerase
deficiency in a 7 month child presenting at the time of
the study only hemolytic anemia without neuromuscular
manifestations. An early diagnosis allowed to inform and
prepare the family and to offer bone marrow transplantation
(BMT) as a therapeutic option before that neurological damage
became evident (Conway et al., 2018); BMT was refused by
the parents and the patient developed neurological signs at
the age of 18 months. Early diagnosis in red cell disorders by
NGS technologies opens interesting landscapes and perspectives
in view of future therapeutic approaches for these diseases

FIGURE 3 | Advandages and limitations of laboratory approach vs. t-NGS technologies in congenital hemolytic anemias. The laboratory tests/parameters specifically
useful for diagnosis of different diseases are reported. Brilliant green, exhaustive diagnostic approach; Green, requiring other approaches to confirm the diagnosis;
gray, insufficient laboratory markers to reach the diagnosis.
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(Garcia-Gomez et al., 2016; Grace et al., 2019; Dessy-Rodriguez
et al., 2020; Hrizo et al., 2021).

Among enzymopathies, we also identified 3 cases with
undiagnosed G6PD deficiency, an heterozygous woman
and two men with G6PD variants associated with chronic
hemolysis, conditions in some cases underdiagnosed. A correct
diagnosis enabled to give specific recommendation regarding
contraindication for drugs associated with hemolytic anemia in
G6PD -deficient patients (Luzzatto et al., 2020).

Differently from the PIEZO1 mutated cases, all the KCNN4
mutated patients belonged to group 2, confirming that molecular
testing, and in particular NGS approaches, are the only diagnostic
tools able to identify Gardos channelopathy, given the absence of
a specific clinical or biological phenotype in this disorder; in fact,
although ektacytometry, and some RBC and reticulocytes indices
(Picard et al., 2019, 2021) may help to differentiate PIEZO1
from KCNN4 cases, no hematological parameter or specific
laboratory test enable to differentiate Gardos channelopathy
from other CHAs.

In conclusion, by considering the entire cohort here studied,
the implementation of diagnostic work-up with t-NGS analysis
increased the number of diagnoses of patients with unexplained
anemia up to 35%. As reported in Figure 3, cytoskeleton defects
(HS/HE) are well diagnosed by laboratory approaches, deserving
NGS only to atypical cases; on the other hand, the diagnosis
of Gardos channelopathy, some RBC enzyme defects, familial
siterosterolemia, X-linked defects in females and other rare
and ultra-rare conditions definitely benefits of NGS approaches.
However, it should be always considered that a set of functional
tests is required to validate the molecular results and assess
pathogenicity of the new identified variants, in particular in
highly polymorphic genes such as PIEZO1.
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